in which Christopher Plummer as Paris had ever played a Shakespearean role. (Plummer has written a gracious foreword to the book.) By the time Whittaker left Montreal, he had designed and/or directed nearly eighty different productions this is an extraordinary record by any standard.
Much as Whittaker loved Montreal, he eventually realized that there was little future for him. Although he had done some work with francophone artists, such as the director Pierre Dagenais, he wasn't sufficiently fluent in French to participate in what was clearly becoming a predominantly French theatre city. Moreover, as he asked rhetorically in his last piece for the Gazette: 'How long can one go on being a drama critic with no professional theatre to criticize? Toronto has that necessity for drama critics. Montreal has not.' Increasingly, the professional companies coming out of the US and the UK were bypassing Montreal because it didn't have a modern purpose-built theatre to meet their needs.
There seems no end to the stories that Whittaker can tell about his nearly thirty years in Montreal theatre. He does not follow a straightforward chronology. This makes the book lively and engaging but it also makes it somewhat difficult to tell when he did what and with whom. Fortunately, the editor of the book, Jonathan Rittenhouse, son of Charles Rittenhouse and a professor of drama at Bishop's University, has written a thirty-twopage afterword a 'contextual commentary' in which he discreetly fills in the gaps in the narrative, provides, as his title promises, a wider context than Whittaker's cherished personal view allows, and elaborates some of the subjects which Whittaker glosses over. As if this were not enough, Rittenhouse has prepared a detailed chronology of the highlights of Montreal theatre from 1920 to 1949, and conveniently places asterisks beside those events that are related to the ones chronicled in the book. In addition, he has given us full endnotes for each chapter together with an exhaustive bibliography of books and articles. Apart from the excellent range of black-and-white photographs placed judiciously throughout, there is a grouping of twelve of Whittaker's designs in colour no less ranging from André Obey's Noé in March 1933 to King Lear in 1953. The entire book has been handsomely edited and produced: it is little wonder that it won an Alcuin award for excellence in book design in 1999. As a study of three Canadian missionaries who went to India, Korea, and Africa between the two wars, Modern Women Modernizing Men: The Changing Missions of Three Professional Women in Asia and Africa, 1902-69 goes beyond the theme of domesticity that has dominated research on missions and women. Instead, Ruth Compton Brouwer treats the women in question as professionals who worked outside of the realm of the domestic. Focusing on the careers of Choné Oliver, Florence Murray, and Margaret Wrong, Brouwer effectively argues that while these women operated under a 'feminist consciousness,' they did not limit themselves to the 'women's work for women' paradigm of earlier missions. This enabled them to work with multiple groups of men and women with whom they shared overlapping interests as well as suffered occasional differences and hostilities. Brouwer's discussion of the ways in which Oliver, Murray, and Wrong carried out their goals in the face of everyday challenges from bureaucracies, local officials, missionary organizations, nationalist leaders, anthropologists, and academics uncovers a fascinating 'missionary world in transition' in imperialistic contexts and their own complicated location within this world.
In chapter 1, Brouwer details such insights through an overview of the changes taking place in the world of missions during the period of interwar imperialism and examines the implications of these changes for the careers of Oliver, Murray, and Wrong. To understand their position against the backdrop of these changes, she amplifies, in chapters 2, 3, and 4, their respective projects. Chapter 2 covers Oliver's establishment of a Christian Medical College in late colonial India in the face of financial and bureaucratic obstacles. Chapter 3 discusses the interwar career of Murray in Korea. And chapter 4 links the role of Wrong in the production and promotion of African literature under the auspices of the ICCLA (International Committee on Christian Literature for Africa) and its implications for the development of 'gendered patterns of literary production in Africa.' Brouwer's scholarly approach, which combines archival sources, public records, periodicals, interviews, personal diaries, biographical information, and literary texts, makes these case studies highly interesting, alive, complex, and convincing. At the same time, elaborating critically on claims regarding Christianity 'as a modernizing vehicle among various colonized and non-Western people' through an inclusion of local voices and perceptions of ordinary people would provide a deeper understanding of local cultural complexities and responses to missionary work and 'modernization.' To this end, clarifying the premise underlying terms and phrases such as 'most advanced societies' and the 'special gifts and goals of indigenous Christianity' would further advance an understanding of assumptions about Native cultures that underpinned historical processes steeped in unequal relations of power.
Overall, Brouwer's book is an important contribution on many levels and will appeal to a wide range of readers. It promotes an understanding of the history of missions and the specific knowledge about the role of women in these missions and their 'feminist consciousness.' Her attention to Oliver's work in establishing the place of Western medicine in India a move that was inspired by her sense of medical commitment yet was firmly rooted in the Christian faith throws a new light on missionary medicine as an aspect of the social history of Western medicine, and the implications of women's involvement in the capacity of teachers and practitioners of medicine in other parts of the world, for missions. And finally, Wrong's involvement with African literature, which forced a reassessment of the definition of 'literature' under the liberal missionary and colonial reform initiatives of which she was a part, opens up another interesting chapter for students and scholars of literature. Jacob Laurence Cohen Jack to his family, J.L. to his clients became a labour lawyer in the 1920s, back when that was a risky line of work. For one thing, no such institution as Legal Aid existed to help pay the bills of those representing indigent clients. Indeed, labour law as we know it did not yet exist. It was Cohen, the key architect of the right to collective bargaining in Canada, who, in the face of vociferous and sometimes violent opposition, drafted the legal framework within which present-day industrial relations in this nation operate. In Cohen's case, the risks were both personal and professional. A social historian at the University of Toronto, Laurel Sefton MacDowell paints Cohen as an emotionally fragile man, despite his arrogant, imperious manner. A substance-abusing workaholic given to unpredictable and selfdestructive behaviour, he burned out, physically and mentally, at the age of fifty-three in 1950. MacDowell, almost parenthetically, surmises that he committed suicide.
His death elicited the kind of encomiums and expressions of regret that are due a man of his stature and years of productive commitment. But many of his contemporaries were less sympathetic, because his last few years were overshadowed by a sex scandal that saw him convicted of and serving time for criminally assaulting a young French-Canadian woman, his stenographer. The incident and its humiliating aftermath not only pushed him over the edge but also tainted his legacy as one of the important progressive legal advocates in Canadian history.
Cohen involved himself in the most controversial issues of the day not for the sake of gaining notoriety a loner, he despised the limelight but because his conscience demanded it. Did this deeply flawed man take on work that was socially redeeming in the hope that this would somehow save him? Were his public virtues enough to permit that his personal moral failures be overlooked?
